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It's more than just the alcohol that gives these shot recipes that extra kick! With names that range
from the merely suggestive to the downright risquÃ©, these mini pages offer ways to take a tiny
taste of good-natured fun. More than 50 recipes are accompanied by images of collectible shot
glasses and other illustrations.
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(3.5*) This is a cute little hardcover novelty book (about 2"x 3"x 1/2"). It claims to be X-rated, but is
only mildly naughty. It has recipes for real drinks, one per page, with an illustration on the opposing
page. Okay as a stocking stuffer or incidental gift, considering its size. It is a real drink recipe book,
and will give you some ideas for interesting new concoctions. A good gift idea might be to include it
with a set of glasses or with a bottle of spirits mentioned therein.

Bought this as a birthday gift for a friend...beware...the book is tiny...miniscule. Fold a dollar bill in
half and you've got something slightly larger than this book. It makes it not worth the price.

This is clearly a gag type book as it is only 3 inches tall. Most of the receipes are pretty easy to
make but fun to say. If you have been to a bachelor party you have already tried most of these. I
would recommend that after you have had a few drinks you break out this book and tell offer to

make whatever drink is opened up with the rule that whom ever opens the page has to say out loud
the drink name, everyone will laugh!Worth the $5 for the entertainment value, but dont expect too
many new drink ideas from it.

I ordered this as a companion to the 1500 cocktails book as a gift for my Mom and her husband.
This is just a little novelty book (about 2x3 inches). It seems like it would be a fun thing to lay out on
the bar at a party and let people flip through and laugh at the shot names.

It doesn't really have anything new or exciting to offer. Some of the shots are ok, some are just
gross. It is a good book to put on display if it is the sort of thing you want people to see, but as far as
actually using it as a shot making guide: save your money, just go online.

intresting information for the bar tenders of americathis would be a great book to studyso that no
drunk can out smart you with these crazy x rated drinks drinksyou ll be one step ahead of themits a
must have for every bar tenderfrom az

Took the better part of a year for my son to appreciate this as part of his birthday present this year...
looks like his friends appreciated it better than he did. Though now he is working in a bar instead of
just working under the hood of a car.

Don't get so taken in by the cute "little" title and expect a "real" book!!! This "book" is about 3" x 3"
big with maybe 40 pages in it. I ordered it to go along with a few other "drink" related books for a
small wedding gift. It was too late to get anything else so they got 5 books and this "book wannabe".
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